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Abstract
This paper explores the feature of dynamicity (a composite of temporal and local
properties) in research on collaborative digital writing (CDW) in academic writing
assignments. The paper traces the ways in which current research typically approaches
CDW and identifies the underlying elements of current and technological inquiry in this
field: components of text (the process and products of writing and learning communi-
cation), external variables, such as learning orientations and group composition, and an
intermediate layer of time management that is related to organizing the assignment. The
paper identifies gaps in the current understanding of the phenomenon of collaborative
writing for learning and pinpoints some basic weaknesses with concepts used in this
research, in particular assumptions related to the time aspect of the collaborative writing
process. The prevalent view of current research, which conceptualizes writing process-
es as predominantly time-ordered intermediate products (texts) at several designated
points within the writing assignment, overlooks the sequential dynamics of textual
interaction, linearity, and “local” concept construction as influential factors in CDW
assignments. Instead, this paper argues for the ideas of sequential concept construction
and locally changing sources for the writer at a certain point in the writing. The insights
presented in this paper can help address some of these time-related shortcomings of
current research. A few selected key aspects of implementing dynamicity in studies of
CDW are exemplified in a CDW assignment with information science students that the
author conducted back in 2016.
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1 Introduction: Collaborative digital writing - writing to learn, learning
to write

The advent of digital tools and learning platforms in formal education settings
has been on the agenda of educational institutions for a long time, and e-
learning and self-regulated learning (Hadwin et al. 2018) is now a reality for
pupils and students at all levels (Lin et al. 2019; Romero et al. 2019; Sáiz-
Manzanares et al. 2019; Verstege et al. 2019). An important and more recent
shift in this area is the move away from traditional teaching platforms towards
ubiquitous Web 2.0 technologies, with which learners already are acquainted in
other domains of their life (Dhyab and Varol 2018; Esguerra 2019; Lutaaya
et al. 2018; Mahlambi et al. 2019). While traditional learning platforms such as
ItsLearning, FirstClass etc. are often regarded as “closed” in the sense that they
are designed specifically for formal education and teaching, Web 2.0 technol-
ogies are viewed as more “open” in that they ‘open the gate’ to new knowl-
edge, a variety of perspectives on knowledge, and last but not least, to knowing
people. In this connection, writing platforms such as Etherpad (Kimmerle et al.
2017, p. 200), blogs (Dhyab and Varol 2018; Gadomska and Krakowian 2017;
Kramer and Kusurkar 2017; Lutaaya et al. 2018), wikis (Freire and Li 2016),
and, of course, all kinds of social network services such as Facebook and
YouTube (Dhyab and Varol 2018) are frequently mentioned platforms. These
technologies, as argued by Ajjan and Hartshorne (2008, p. 71), “have added
value to traditional classroom knowledge delivery and have impacted the course
delivery and design in many colleges and universities.”

Taking the important role Web 2.0 technologies play for learning and educa-
tional purposes as a starting point, this paper investigates collaborative digital
writing (CDW) in academic and educational settings using these platforms. It
undertakes a conceptual and methodological exploration of selected approaches to
CDW and investigates the ways in which current research typically approaches
CDW. The paper pinpoints some basic weaknesses with concepts used in this
research, in particular assumptions related to the time aspect of the collaborative
writing process. This discussion will lead to alternative suggestions, implications,
and insights, both methodological and conceptual in nature, about a more appro-
priate implementation of dynamicity aspects in current inquiry. The insights pre-
sented in this paper can help address some of these gaps and are demonstrated in a
study that the author conducted back in 2016.

The arguments related to the underlying features of current research in CDW and its
critique are mainly based on a pragmatic review and discussion of a number of
strategically selected studies on collaborative writing in computer-supported collabo-
rative learning (CSCL) and cognate fields. The selection of studies followed several
strategies. The focus was on research that explicitly investigated collaboration and
writing as digital phenomena, preferably on Web 2.0 platforms (excluding dedicated
digital learning platforms) and, at the same time, also employed digital tools in
researching these digital phenomena. The focus was also on recent research (stemming
from approximately the 2010s) and, in particular, empirical studies. Last, but not least,
the key publications in this field have been researched, this journal hereunder and the
International Journal of Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning (ijCSCL).
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1.1 Learning communication and feedback

It has been widely acknowledged that participation in the era of Web 2.0 is heavily
based on writing and typing, and Web 2.0 is sometimes referred to as the “read/write
Web”, as Ajjan and Hartshorne (2008, p. 71) remark. In an e-learning and educational
context, writing is frequently understood theoretically from a sociocultural (Ingulfsen
et al. 2018) and socio-constructivist perspective as mediated and situated ‘learning
communication’ (Alghasab et al. 2019; Bonk and Cunningham 1998), a type of social
interaction which structures and instantiates all collaborative learning (Barkley et al.
2014; Jorczak 2011, p. 211; Suthers et al. 2010). Learners take part in a written
discourse of interrelated messages, which they exchange online about the object in
order to learn, discuss planning challenges (Hadwin et al. 2018), share their knowledge
and coordinate the diverse learning activities they engage in during distance learning
(Alvarez et al. 2012; Markova et al. 2017). In learning communication students “reflect
on their own and on the community’s progress in understanding” (Bielaczyc and
Collins 1999, p. 284; cited in Resendes et al. 2015, p. 310). “[C]ollaborative knowledge
construction in virtual environments requires high levels of continuous interaction and
reciprocal communication between the participants, allowing argumentation, negotia-
tion, discussion and the joint construction of meanings.” (Onrubia and Engel 2009, p.
1257) Learning discourse involves questions such as “Are we addressing our problems
of understanding? Are we making progress on our theories? Are we getting stuck? How
can we move forward?” and so forth (Resendes et al. 2015, p. 310).

A well-known type of learning communication is feedback. Though feedback
messages can be categorized according to many criteria, for example, according to
their reference or ‘relatedness’ (content-related, text-structural, or language-related
feedback, see Alvarez et al. 2012, p. 391f), the main criteria appear to be functional.
Analysts have distinguished at least seven basic functions of feedback: correctives,
affirmations/negations, argumentative feedback, feedback expressing a personal stand-
point, epistemic-clarifying requests (to ask for explanations), questions, suggestions,
and different forms of blends between them (Guasch et al. 2013, p. 326). Many of these
categories correspond to speech acts (Searle 1985), such as affirmations, questions, and
suggestions. Furthermore, feedback types seem to be firmly rooted in the three basic
functions of communication (or signs) as described in Bühler’s organon model (Bühler
1990): the expressive, sender-related function (feedback expressing personal stand-
point); the appealing, receiver-related function (correctives, questions and suggestions);
and the representational-referential function linking to the outer world (affirmations/
negations, epistemic requests). These parallels pinpoint that feedback is, like speech
acts, something that is done (not only said, expressed), and that feedback is a “com-
plete” communicative phenomenon covering the three sides of the linguistic sign
(expression, appeal, and representation).

In digital Web 2.0 environments, such as Google Docs or wikis, learning commu-
nication can be realized as synchronous (for instance, via a chat function) or asynchro-
nous via comment facilities or the direct embedding of in-text messages in the
collaborators’ joint text document (Yeh 2014, p. 24). In synchronous learning commu-
nication, feedback from peers or the instructor is typically immediate and takes
advantage of a shared context, while asynchronous feedback gives the student the
possibility to reflect and react on feedback in a more thorough way. Generally, this
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distinction has lost its significance in written digital communication because the written
traces of learning communication can principally be accessed by the learner anytime
(for example, as threads), regardless of whether the communication emerged in a
synchronous or asynchronous situation.

Learning communication can mean discourse directed to the learning objects, that is,
content-related with all functional types mentioned above (cognitive domain), or
conversations on cooperation and planning issues of the assignment or project (prac-
tical domain), or, last but not least, communicative acts that directly relate to the group
communication itself (linguistic domain). Discourse related to the learning objects
concerns a group’s disciplinary, cognitive knowledge-construction activities and is
sometimes called “formative feedback” (Ludvigsen et al. 2015; Shute 2008).
Content-related formative feedback is distinct from discourse on practical cooperation
and, in particular, from “real” meta-discourse phenomena that focus “on social prac-
tices: turn taking, paying attention to other speakers, considerateness, and so on”
(Resendes et al. 2015, p. 330). Learning communication can thus be directed both to
learning (cognitive and practical aspects of learning) and to communication itself
(linguistic aspect). From this perspective, only the latter is a “meta-discourse” phenom-
enon in the narrow sense, while both cognitive and practical orientations to learning
yield “normal” learning discourse without necessary “meta” elements.

Learning communication in digital contexts has attributes that do not typically occur
in analog situations. The distributed character of learning communication is significant
here, and raises interesting analytical issues:

Interaction may be distributed across actors, media, space, and time. Mixtures of
synchronous, quasi-synchronous, and asynchronous interaction may be included,
and relevant phenomena may take place over varying temporal granularities.
Participants may be either co-present or distributed spatially, and often multiple
media are involved (e.g., multiple interaction tools in a given environment, or
multiple devices) (Suthers et al. 2010, p. 6).

Learning communication as “interaction to enhance learning” (Suthers et al. 2010, p. 6)
has, in all its shadings, received a great deal of research attention, and authors generally
stress the novel and favorable connection between pedagogy and technology that is
emerging in highly communicative e-learning settings (Pachler and Daly 2011, p. 18f;
Starkey 2020; Turvey and Pachler 2020). Fields involving the study of digital learning
communication include computer-mediated communication (Herring et al. 2013;
Jonsson 2015), psychology (Schwan and Cress 2017; Wallace 2001), sociology (Erstad
and Sefton-Green 2013) and linguistics (Ferrara et al. 1991; Herring 2002; Zappavigna
2012), to name only a few.

1.2 Collaborative writing and wikis

Written learning communication as interactions about learning objects (or coordination/
meta issues) must be distinguished from the collaborative creation of online written
texts within digital environments. In contrast to learning communication, the joint
creation of written texts can be viewed as the creation of learning objects per se
(“artifact construction”, see Ludvigsen et al. 2017, p. 130). In this context, a group of
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students work together to compose a shared text product in a writing assignment where
group members “have an opportunity to submit their pertinent individual knowledge
into the text but also to introduce a particular perspective or opinion on the topic in
question” (Kimmerle et al. 2017, p. 196). As Ludvigsen et al. note: “Writing is one very
important part of learning. To construct shared knowledge through writing in a group
can be seen as a core activity in schools and in educational systems more broadly”
(Ludvigsen et al. 2017, p. 130). Kimmerle et al. (2017) describe the distinction between
writing to communicate and joint text composition as follows:

From this perspective, tools are not only supposed to support and facilitate people
in interacting with each other, but the collaborative creation of digital artifacts
may also be an end in itself. These considerations can be applied to the devel-
opment of shared documents […] or other co-created products” (Kimmerle et al.
2017, p. 196).

Thus, both learning communication and the co-writing of joint text products can be
conceptualized as venues for the construction of new knowledge, as Kimmerle et al.
(2017) note:

This new knowledge can either be captured in ‘crystalized’ form—in which a
common product will result, like a shared text or another kind of shared digital
artifact that was developed during collaboration […]. Or, it can be deduced that
new knowledge has resulted based on evidence of the progress of the collabora-
tive interactions […]. Accordingly, the process of knowledge construction may
be examined with the help of a shared artifact, or on the basis of the discourse, or
both (Kimmerle et al. 2017, p. 196).

These two perspectives on knowledge construction, that is, the “direct” (joint text
writing) and the “indirect” (learning communication), have been studied extensively
with the use of wiki platforms in informal and formal learning environments and in all
kinds of educational settings (Heimbuch et al. 2018, p. 331). In educational contexts,
wikis “are widely considered to be student-centred platforms which promote collabo-
rative learning” (Alghasab et al. 2019, p. 10). They not only incorporate tools for joint
knowledge construction and shared problem-solving tasks (Heimbuch et al. 2018, p.
332) but also facilitate learning communication situated around the creation and editing
of interlinked pages.

From a technological, affordance-theoretic view on wikis, three features are consid-
ered as constitutive in collaborative writing (Hadjerrouit 2016, p. 199), all of which
have connections to the direct and indirect perspectives on knowledge construction:
While flexible and joint web-editing of texts supports the rapid creation of content and
direct knowledge construction, discussion pages are the appropriate venues for “written
communication and reflection” (Hadjerrouit 2016, p. 199), playing on the “indirect”
aspect of learning communication. The third feature mentioned by Hadjerrouit (2016,
p. 199) is the history function (log) tracking all students’ activities. Logging past
activities allows students to evaluate their stage of knowledge construction at a certain
point in time based on the background of precedent contributions and products. “The
stages of drafting, revising, editing, and publishing network web pages are, as such,
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exposed, affording a means of examining the social, linguistic, and cognitive processes
of learning for social writing tasks” (Page and Reynolds 2015, p. 989). With respect to
learning communication, the logging of precedent messages and learning-related com-
municative acts, such as questions and answers, gives the community a historic
perspective as a learning community and can create social bonding and a feeling of
attachment.

Wikis are alternatively viewed as social practices. “From this perspective a wiki is a
social practice within and through which learning emerges from member interaction,
co-creation of the social context (i.e. wiki pages), and group negotiation of the learning
experience” (Page and Reynolds 2015, p. 990). Clearly, social practice on wiki
platforms is not only enacted by acts of learning communication but also by the
“presence of history” in the products of knowledge construction on the wiki pages.
Social practices based on direct text creation and indirect learning communication,
together with the technological affordances in wikis, are important elements of what
has been called the “wiki way of learning” (Page and Reynolds 2015, p. 990ff).

Although wikis have been shown to be effective learning environments in terms of
writing skills, collaboration, knowledge acquisition, and a centralized repository (i.e.,
sharing information resources centrally so they are simultaneously accessible by
multiple learners) (Trocky and Buckley 2016), analysts also emphasize learners’
challenges in operating and navigating a system with abundant options, a sometimes
complex structure of sites, limited student contribution, ownership conflicts, and “lack
of an appropriate pedagogy,” as noted by Hadjerrouit (2016, p. 198) (but see the
remarks on a wiki pedagogy in Page and Reynolds 2015, p. 991ff); all this requires a
particularly high degree of guidance and instructor-initiated learning communication on
a wiki (Heimbuch et al. 2018, p. 332f).

There is no doubt that wikis are outstanding places to study the patterns of
collaborative writing and knowledge construction, as we will see in a later section.
We can learn a lot in our engagement with wikis about how learning emerges from
writing and how students act in relation to the communications and products of other
students as members of a learning community.

Although written learning communication can be present simultaneously in the joint
writing of digital artifacts, and both activities can be conceptualized as sites for
constructing new knowledge, joint text creation involves more than communicating
about learning and learning objects. It can be seen as uniting ‘learning-to-write’ and
‘writing-to-learn’ in one activity, where writing is definitely learning (Klein 2014;
Marcarelli 2010; Nelson 2001) and is no longer regarded as a kind of accompanying
communicative activity. The collaborative writing of texts gains its significance from
the shift from conceptualizing writing solely as a communication medium to the
inverted perspective of writing as a learning tool in itself, a move which had been
under way since the nineteenth century and was labeled the “writing-to-learn move-
ment” (Tynjälä et al. 2001).

Learning in joint text creation is realized in two ways: a) through the text, i.e. the
product, whether final or intermediate; and b) through the process by which these
products come into being, their textual ‘histories’ one might say. With regard to a), the
text, unlike “texts” in learning communication (for instance communication threads),
directly manifests the learning collaboration that the students have achieved and
accumulated at a certain point of time in an assignment (the ‘direct’ perspective on
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knowledge construction, see above). In contrast, b) reflects the way in which students
have learned by collaboratively building a text over time, move by move. In higher
education, text creation is connected to a long tradition of academic writing (Strijbos
et al. 2010; Topping 1998), with focus shifting between the text product and the writing
process. From a digital, collaborative point of view, text creation involves a pedagog-
ical focus on the development of academic language and argumentation (cf. Scheuer
et al. 2010) and emphasizes the joint process of knowledge construction in a writing
group (Yeh 2014). This perspective on text learning has also been referred to as
“epistemic writing” (Guasch et al. 2013, p. 325), which alludes to writing as a method
to access knowledge.

The broader field of research dealing with both learning communication and text
creation is more generally labeled “collaborative writing” (Beck 1993; Kimmerle et al.
2017; Yeh 2014). This area experienced a substantial upturn with the advent of digital
distance communication and the possibility of engaging several students “synchronous-
ly” and “from a distance” in working on the same text online. To emphasize the digital
aspect of collaboration (making collaboration, essentially, “immediate” over distance),
the term ‘collaborative digital writing’ (CDW) will be used in the following.

2 Domains in CDW research

In the following, the overall structure of research in CDW for educational settings is
discussed. This discussion is divided into two parts: (i) the domain of writing, text
production and text and (ii) the domain external to this, i.e. the properties of the
collaborating group and issues of time management (online intervals, duration of
writing and revision activities, engaging in feedback and responding to it etc.). The
discussion will provide evidence for the general methodological challenges of these
current approaches in terms of coping with dynamic, time-related process phenomena
in text production and collaboration.

2.1 The text domain: Product, process and learning communication

Though research into CDW is by no means confined to the educational sphere
(one study of collaborative writing in the workplace is given by Allen et al.
1987), writing assignments in educational settings seem to constitute privileged
contexts for current research in CDW. Collaborative student activities in formal
learning are often empirically approached using an assignment frame in which
the writing product and learning success/performance can be related in a rather
straightforward way. In a higher education context, students’ writing products
can often be directly evaluated on the basis of explicitly formulated learning
goals in study curricula, the professional expertise academic teachers/examiners
manifest, or the authoritative handbooks, teaching materials and textbooks used
in a given discipline.

From a methodological point of view, researchers in CDW in higher education are
“privileged in the sense that they have direct access to processes as they unfold over
time (via recordings)” (Reimann 2009, p. 241). CDW research is therefore in a position
to access and systematically analyze learning communication, the writing process and
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the text product. Digital text products are usually documented as files on the collabo-
ration platform (for example Google Docs) and are thus directly available for scrutiny
by the researcher. Likewise, learning communication can be accessed by digitally
harvesting threads, comments and feedback, within the platform, in the document
directly, in discussion forums or in e-mail correspondences according to the “distrib-
uted nature of interaction in technology-mediated learning environments” (Suthers
et al. 2010, p. 6). Text creation as a writing process can be modeled more indirectly
by technology, through which the successive stages of text creation achieved by the
group can be reconstructed, analyzed (“revision tracking”, see Brodahl et al. 2011, p.
78) and put in relation to each other. Text writing is accessed “by tracing and
examining the artifact that the learners have produced and developed throughout the
collaboration” (Kimmerle et al. 2017, p. 196).

A preliminary conclusion is that research in CDW operates, implicitly or explicitly,
with a textual domain composed of a minimum of three components: the text product,
the writing process and the written learning communication, including interventions
(see Schwarz et al. 2018). These three basic components interact in numerous ways.
The writing process generates products, both final and intermediate; intermediate
products form starting points for new writing activities; interventions trigger new text
revisions and result in new intermediate products; intermediate products give rise to
new interventions (for instance feedback), the revision of activities and new interme-
diate products, and so on.

In addition to relations such as ‘impact’, ‘trigger’, and ‘generate’, which
connect the three components in a quasi-causal way (see Fig. 1 below), semantic,
referential links can also be identified between them. Learning communication
can refer to the process or to the product (or to both), i.e. it can relate to formal,
organizational aspects of the writing process itself (for example in group coor-
dination issues or ‘formal’ feedback), to the writing product and its meanings
(for example in negotiations about meaning, cf. the abovementioned ‘formative
feedback’), or both (hybrid communications). Conversely, the final text product
can contain passages referring to different kinds of learning communication; for
instance, this is the case when crediting reviewers in footnotes in academic
articles or in the so-called “Notes of reflection”, where as part of their assign-
ment, students at Danish universities consider how and what they have learned.

The textual domain of CDW, which underpins much current research in CDW, can
therefore be visualized as in Fig. 1:

The illustration above represents, on an abstract level, relevant types of connections
between the components LC, WP, and TP, connections which on the concrete level of
carrying out a digital writing assignment help the students to organize and structure a
CDW task. Students discuss how to organize their writing (LC refers to WP), and at the
same time they monitor their progress towards a final goal (LC impacts WP). Students
discuss the disciplinary concepts necessary for a successful assignment (LC refers to
TP), and in the assignment they reflect on how they achieved learning through the
assignment (TP refers to LC). Finally, every step in writing results in an intermediary
text (WP generates TP), which, after monitoring and eventually a loop through LC,
kicks off new writing (TP triggers WP), and so forth. The dynamics of these processes
make CDW an indeterminate process, in which every final product is unique to the
group that has created it.
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Learning communication activities such as feedback (both teacher and peer-to-peer)
and all types of interventions are prominent elements in CDW research (Alvarez et al.
2012; Berlanga et al. 2012; Carless et al. 2011; Cho and MacArthur 2010; Guasch et al.
2013; Lindblom-Ylänne and Pihlajamäki 2003; Prins et al. 2005; Slack et al. 2003).
With regard to the writing process and text products, however, the situation is more
complicated. Much research in CDW applies strategies in which some kind of target, an
“expert model”, is contrasted with learner products, typically student essays (Berlanga
et al. 2009, 2012). This research draws on quasi-experimental approaches and seeks
significant links “between quantitatively-coded interactional data and outcomes, such
as quality of group performance” (Kapur 2011, p. 41). In this approach, text data
collection is carried out through intermediate text products located around pedagogical
interventions, typically shortly before and after the intervention in question (Alvarez
et al. 2012; Brodahl et al. 2011). Text products, whether the end product or a revised
version immediately succeeding an intervention, are then studied in terms of how
different forms of interventions influence learner performance and development
(Alvarez et al. 2012) at different points in time. Types of intervention, for instance
instructor or peer-to-peer feedback, can then be evaluated according to how close the
‘after’ revisions approach the expert model. This methodological strategy raises serious
problems, all of which are connected to the time-bound character of CDW discourse.
Some of these are discussed in a later section.

2.2 The text-external domain: Background variables and time management

While the textual sphere has generally received much attention in CDW research,
features beyond the textual sphere appear to be less prominent. The characteristics of
the collaborators in a writing assignment and the group’s time management and general
organization (Beck 1993) are relevant to writing and performance, and thus affect the
text. In their literature review, Hadwin, Bakhtiar, & Miller (2018, p. 306f) identify

Fig. 1 The textual domain in CDWwith its components: learning communication (LC), writing process (WP)
and text products (TP)
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motivational (differing personal priorities), socioemotional (positive climate, relational
issues …) and environmental (external conditions such as technology etc.) attributes,
among others. These and other background variables influence the writing process, the
group’s learning communication and the way in which the group processes the
communication of others; from there, the causal chain extends, though more indirectly,
to group performance and the final text product (cf. Hadwin et al. 2018). Approaches
that focus on external factors in the analysis of CDW

seek to understand group processes and outcomes, they attempt to explain the
variation between groups, e.g., why do some groups collaborate better than
others? Why are some groups more productive than others? Naturally, part of
the variation in the productivity of group is a function of the group process, an
analysis of which typically informs a process theory that mediates between input
variables (e.g., conditions, context, manipulations) and outcome variables (e.g.,
performance, learning) (Kapur 2011, p. 40f).

Furthermore, research has shown that under the right circumstances, group perfor-
mance can be predicted “by specific patterns of learning and interaction” (Cen et al.
2016, p. 187) and that group composition, for example in terms of size, gender, skills,
knowledge, or abilities, relates to learning outcomes in significant ways (Cen et al.
2016, p. 196f).

The factors of time and time management and planning by a group are rarely objects
of explicit theoretical reflection or empirical scrutiny, or are hidden as implicit factors
in the collection of general “group properties” that form our background variables.
However, research has shown for instance that the duration of assignments is critical
with respect to the research methodology, as Reimann (2009, p. 253) points out:

[T]he majority of studies conducted in CSCL deal with change processes that
have a duration of weeks and months. If individual and group processes are
analyzed on such a scale without taking into account history, sequence, dynam-
ics, in short: time, then many of the resulting findings are of limited value.

The layer of time-related organization of a written task assignment, i.e. the group’s
“timing”, clearly maintains a dual relationship to the background variables on the
one hand and the domain of text on the other. With respect to the background
variables, time management is partly dependent on the characteristics of the partic-
ipants that are more static; for instance, the type of communication channels applied
by the group can influence the way the group organizes the duration and frequency
of online sessions. With regard to the text domain, factors such as the amount of
online presence, timely placement of initial input, reaction times following feed-
back and duration of subsequent revisions are relevant issues and have potential to
impinge on the writing process, the characteristics of learning communication, and,
less directly, performance and the writing product itself. It therefore seems reason-
able to establish a domain for time management mediating between the textual
domain and the background variables.

The following illustration (Fig. 2) shows the three spheres and their mutual
entanglement:
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The illustration above visualizes the significant interdependency of a writing group’s
social, knowledge-related etc., composition (background variables), the timely organi-
zation of the writing assignment (time management), and the written assignment itself
(textual sphere). For instance, knowledge differences between group members (back-
ground variables) can directly affect the textual sphere both as conflictual in-group
communication (LC), as differences in the practices of solving this type of assignment
(WP) or as qualitative differences in knowledge building (TP). This direct relationship
is represented in Fig. 2 by the overlap of background variables and the textual sphere.
In contrast, background variables such as preferred communication channels (video-
conferencing, e-mail, etc.), different learning styles or individual experience in distance
learning are prone to be mediated through the group by the specific temporal organi-
zation of the assignment period (time management); attributes of the group members
can therefore have indirect influence on a group’s writing, the textual sphere. This
relationship is represented in Fig. 2 by the overlapping segment of the background
variable, time management, and the text. Here, time management features, such as the
frequency and length of members’ individual online engagement, the temporal place-
ment of feedback reaction, and the choice between preparing writing contributions
through preceding e-mail correspondences and direct online editing of the assignment
document have their roots in group characteristics. At the same time, the group’s
temporal organization of the assignment affects the text-related aspects both of the
WP, the LC, and the TP.

2.3 Collaborative knowledge construction

Studies in CDW base their discussion of student and instructor text data at the level of
the surface linguistic structure, written utterances and text passages, often presented in
an episodic manner (Guasch et al. 2013; Slack et al. 2003; Yeh 2014). This approach is
often accompanied by a procedure called ‘coding and counting’, where “utterances are

Fig. 2 Entanglement of the textual sphere with time management and background variables in CDW
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typically coded, and differences in the frequency of codes are compared between
conditions” (Csanadi et al. 2018, p. 419). Coding and counting is an empirical,
operational way to capture meaning in texts and communications, a kind of ‘semantic
condensation’ rendering a level of meaning representation that can be specified further
by numerical values and quantitative arguments.

Alternatively, learning in CDW can be seen as ‘conceptual learning’ (Schwarz et al.
2018), thus targeting the “deeper” semantic and cognitive units of learning and
understanding more directly through a conceptual lens. In the case of higher education,
these units of “structural knowledge” (Jonassen et al. 1993) are discipline-specific
concepts that can be elicited by advanced text software. The cognitive process of
concept building is part of a broader range of learner activities labeled “knowledge
construction” or, alternatively, “knowledge building” (Resendes et al. 2015, p. 310)
(which should be distinguished from knowledge sharing and creation, i.e. van Aalst
2009). We will stick in the following to the broader term “knowledge construction”.
“Knowledge construction refers to the processes by which students solve problems and
construct understanding of concepts, phenomena, and situations, considered within
cognitive psychology” (van Aalst 2009, p. 261). Knowledge construction is basically a
constructivist phenomenon and therefore ‘situated’, where cognitive processes “are
mediated (enabled) by social interactions within the particular group that is working
together and by the particular technologies used” (van Aalst 2009, p. 261).

While constructivist approaches to collaborative learning predominantly aim at
individual knowledge acquisition through interactive learning activities (Cress and
Kimmerle 2018, p. 139), the sociocultural approach focuses on the learning group
and collective processes in knowledge construction (Bonk and Cunningham 1998;
Cress and Kimmerle 2018, p. 139). From this angle, knowledge is not (only) a
cognitive construction of the brain; “[i]t is rather something that is embedded into
people’s activities and cultural practices” (Cress and Kimmerle 2018, p. 139). This
claim necessitates an understanding of how individual learning connects to group-level
learning in collaborative knowledge construction (Cress and Kimmerle 2018, p. 139)
and how this knowledge construction relates to CDW, in particular to the text products.
In their overview of theoretical approaches to the inter-individual aspects of knowledge
construction, Cress and Kimmerle (2018, p. 139ff) mentioned, among others, the
trialogical approach to learning (Paavola and Hakkarainen 2014). This approach
emphasizes the role of shared artifacts, which make “people’s contributions manifest
in the collaborative space” (Cress and Kimmerle 2018, p. 140). Text products in CDW
can be seen as such artifacts, which are distinct from learning communication. While
learning communication refers to learners’ direct dialogical communication, present
text products/artifacts “knowledge in a materialized form that exists independently of
their creators” (Cress and Kimmerle 2018, p. 140).

While the trialogical approach pinpoints the role of text products (artifacts) as a
means for collaboration, the concept of co-evolution explains the connection between
individual learning and collective knowledge construction (Cress and Kimmerle 2007,
2008). This approach interprets the link between individual learning and group-level
knowledge construction as the “interplay between cognitive and social meaning-based
systems” (Cress and Kimmerle 2018, p. 142). Both systems are autonomous in the way
in which they generate meaning; cognitive systems do this through thoughts and
thinking, while social systems achieve meaning through communicative acts. As both
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systems are closed with respect to their type of self-productive operations (thinking vs.
communicating), the respective knowledge construction processes in these two do-
mains are different, too, and can lead to diverging knowledge (Cress and Kimmerle
2018, p. 142). However, cognition and collaborative knowledge construction are
interlinked in the sense that these systems are “environments” for each other; that is,
they are receptive for stimuli coming from the other respective system and operate on
these stimuli to make meaning (though exclusively in their respective operational
modes, as individual brains do not communicate and groups do not think).

From here on, an intricate “knowledge-related dynamics” is set off (Cress and
Kimmerle 2018, p. 142), which operates both between the systems, in their environ-
ment, and within the system’s boundaries, system-internal. In the first case, systems
“pass on” their knowledge to the other (externalize) or they “take in” (internalize) the
other’s knowledge; the second case describes system-internal processes in which
knowledge adapts to existing knowledge—assimilation, or existing knowledge mod-
ifies in order to adapt to new knowledge—accommodation. Cress and Kimmerle
demonstrated on the example of CDW in a wiki environment how systems “irritate”
each other through externalization and internalization and trigger assimilation and
accommodation processes both in the individual and the wiki texts. In this way,
“individual learning (development of the cognitive system) and/or collective knowl-
edge construction (development of the social system)” emerges (Cress and Kimmerle
2018, p. 142).

Learning in CDW can thus be understood in multiple ways, as conceptual learning and
“concept building,” as cognitive or constructivist knowledge construction, as sociocultural
and artifact-mediated collaborative phenomenon, or as the result of the interaction of two
domains, the cognitive (individual) and the social sphere (i.e., communicative instances,
both dialogic learning communication and artifacts, text products). Another perspective on
knowledge construction stems from organizational theory, as a reviewer drew my attention
to. Here it has been observed that a high degree of replication of information can lead to the
development of more general knowledge in collaborative settings. Although a very inter-
esting point, we will not be able to pursue it in this paper.

Not incompatible with these characterizations is the view of knowledge construction
as sequential learning communication, “as a process which occurs th[r]ough learners’
interactions (via their posts)” (Wise and Chiu 2011, p. 447). Learners deal here
collaboratively, for example, with the issue of whether a writing assignment “is making
progress toward a knowledge objective” (Resendes et al. 2015, p. 310) or not. This kind
of discourse is, in a strict sense, about knowledge construction, and is therefore not
knowledge construction per se. Resendes et al. (2015) label the phenomenon ‘meta-
discourse’, and, more specifically, ‘knowledge-building talk’, which emphasizes the
role communication plays in collaborative learning. This role becomes evident in a type
of knowledge-building talk that these authors call ‘vocabulary discussions’ in their
study (Resendes et al. 2015, p. 326). Here,

students were engaged by new terms and worked to build an understanding of
new words in relation to their inquiry, embedding them meaningfully within an
existing dialogue that helped them make sense of these challenging terms in their
knowledge building work. (Resendes et al. 2015, p. 328).
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Knowledge building talk and vocabulary discussions are instances of ‘refer-to’ type
learning communication (see the section above), where conceptual elements (disciplin-
ary terms and concepts) from an intermediate text product are taken up in learner
interactions (LC refers to TP).

Learning communication such as knowledge building talk is a kind of meta-
discourse and in that sense a component of knowledge construction, but should be
distinguished from the knowledge construction that occurs in the joint writing process
and is instantiated in the joint text products of a writing assignment. Seen from this
angle, CDW is (linguistically mediated) concept building and conceptual learning,
through which knowledge construction takes place, and is not necessarily connected
to the learning communications ‘behind’ the product. Conceptual learning is instanti-
ated (realized) in the textual products, which represent the learned concepts, while the
process of conceptual knowledge construction is instantiated (realized) in the writing
process, indicating how the concepts are learned. This means that in a methodological
sense, we can capture concept/knowledge construction as an activity that is digitally
mediated through writing products, and, more importantly, through the writing process.

3 Dynamicity issues in CDW research

In order to capture dynamic, time-related phenomena, CDW methodologies analyze
intermediate text products at different temporarily-ordered points of the assignment and
relate these products to each other on a successively ordered timeline. Comparisons of
these sequential stages of writing products are then a basis for a dynamic interpretation
of a developmental process in text writing. Approaches of this type, which we refer to
as “process-through-products,” tend to present the writing process as a sequence of a
few intermediate text products at different stages of the writing task. These stages are
often placed around and in relation to interventions where text products are temporally
positioned before and after the intervention in question. Interventions are typically
different forms of feedback that are hypothesized to have critical impact on the further
path of a text product on the way to its final version (Berlanga et al. 2009, 2012;
Guasch et al. 2013; Strijbos et al. 2010; Tseng and Tsai 2007).

There are several drawbacks to this strategy. Most importantly, the operationalization of
the writing process as a sequence of intermediary text products reduces process phenomena
to chains of products. Research that project a line of successive text products onto concep-
tions or characterizations of the writing process itself have the unfortunate consequence that
central features of the writing process fall outside their range, and most notably the
sequentially encoded dependence of adjacent writing activities (this will be elaborated later).
More generally, this strategy cannot give adequate answers to research questions aiming at
phenomena between the intermediary text products or questions concerning explanations of
how and why they came into being in the first place (apart from the existence of a preceding
intervention, which can fill the explanatory gap). “Traditionalmethods provide evidence that
change has taken place, without describing how the change took place, beyond speculation
based on assumptions from folk theories of cognition” (Stahl 2017, p. 114). Thus, important
analytical details of the writing process fall outside an analysis based on a process-through-
products research approach. Again, it seems that the coding and counting approach has a
finger in the pie:
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These measures tell us that a certain proportion of interactional content was coded
in a particular process category but nothing about the sequence or order of these
categories. By aggregating counts over time, information about temporal varia-
tion is lost. (Kapur 2011, p. 41).

It can therefore be concluded that digital writing activities in groups are not satisfac-
torily captured by conceptualizing the writing process through a succession of text
products. In contrast, the writing process should be understood as a coherent, substan-
tial real-time phenomenon, a continuous textual development driven by a discursive
momentum and local, incremental text (and concept) building. Research that takes
exclusively the process-through-products stance are not aligned to these understandings
of writing a text as a group.

The following sections elaborate on some dynamicity issues in CDW in terms of the two
concepts of temporality and locality. Both of these relate to the time-based aspects of a
dynamic conception of CDW, i.e. the sequence of collaboration, writing and text contribu-
tions (temporality), and the textual and cognitive relationships, both backward and forward,
stable and changing, that a collaborator constructs and entertains at a certain point in the
writing process (locality). The process-through-products methodology will be reassessed on
the basis of these two features, and the possibilities of an (almost) ‘real-timemethodology’ of
locally relevant and temporally ordered textual actions and interactions will be discussed in
further detail. Following this, the theoretical constructs necessary to describe the student’s
local knowledge sources at a certain time of writing are explained and motivated. These
theoretical reflections are concluded with a short demonstration how some of these elements
can be implemented in empirical studies.

3.1 Temporality

Temporality is an important issue in learning research, and is still a rather under-
researched phenomenon in CDW (S. Ludvigsen et al. 2018, p. 361f). Kapur notes in
this respect “a push in CSCL research towards unpacking temporal patterns in group
interactions and understanding how these patterns relate to group and individual
performance and learning” (Kapur 2011, p. 40). Reimann adds:

Although temporality is a key characteristic of the core concepts of CSCL—
interaction, communication, learning, knowledge building, technology use—and
although CSCL researchers have privileged access to process data, the theoretical
constructs and methods employed in research practice frequently neglect to make
full use of information relating to time and order. (Reimann 2009, p. 239).

This loss of time-related information has been linked to the ‘coding and counting’
approach, as has been mentioned before. As observed by Csanadi et al. (2018),
mainstream methodologies in CDW are based on a procedure in which

a researcher (1) develops a coding scheme to identify different actions that
occurred during learning; (2) applies that coding scheme to the data corpus;
and (3) typically counts the frequencies by which learners in different experi-
mental conditions engaged in these actions. (Csanadi et al. 2018, p. 420).
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As Csanadi et al. (2018, p. 420) argue, this approach overlooks temporality in both
the writing processes and products. The coding and counting approach does not ground
the analysis of patterns of learning activities, and research based on this approach is not
capable of modeling temporal relationships within verbal data and connecting
sequential writing activities to one another. Csanadi et al. (2018, p. 423) conclude that
“[n]eglecting the temporal relationships between learning activities may pose severe
limitations for the analysis and its generalizability with respect to learning.” Similarly,
Kapur points out that this is

a unique challenge to traditional analytical measures and methods for analyzing
group processes because, for the most part, existing methods continue to take
cumulative accounts of member interactions (e.g., categorization of interactional
content, rating of discussion quality, member perceptions, and so on) and relate
them to group performance. While these accounts are certainly useful, they fail to
fully utilize the temporal information embedded in the data. (Kapur 2011, p. 40).

More appropriate methodologies for CDW must therefore reveal patterns in time
intervals such as seconds or minutes, and must identify adjacent sequences of interac-
tional turns as the discourse develops over time (Csanadi et al. 2018, p. 424f). One
example of a tool that accounts for the temporal development of learning activities is
epistemic network analysis. This approach “analyzes the data segment-by-segment to
identify if certain actions occur either within the same segment or in neighboring
segments” (Csanadi et al. 2018, p. 427). For analyses on larger time scales (e.g. days
or weeks), other methodologies must be considered, such as event analysis (Reimann
2009). Under the heading of “sequential analysis”, Suthers et al. (2010) identify a
whole family of analytic traditions that address temporality in digital learning discourse
in one way or another. The authors highlight conversation analysis, interaction analysis,
and narrative analysis (Suthers et al. 2010, p. 9). Other temporality-prone research
approaches, primarily mathematical, include hidden Markov modeling, time series
analysis and exploratory sequential analysis, a member of the abovementioned sequen-
tial analysis family (Kapur 2011, p. 42).

This brief overview shows that temporality has been predominantly captured by
quantitative research methodologies, which are often based on a positivistic epistemol-
ogy and positivistic assumptions about what reality is and how a researcher can access
it. A qualitative approach to temporality prefers a more phenomenological stance to
reality, focuses on the writer’s own understanding and experience of the phenomenon,
and thus helps us to deepen our knowledge of how and for what reasons human
collaborators act in a certain situation and at a certain point of time. It therefore makes
sense to understand CDW as a sequence of ordered, coherent and mutually interde-
pendent and meaningful collaboration activities connected in a stepwise manner by
negotiating (confirming, rejecting, modifying, adapting) and constructing disciplinary
conceptual knowledge in a specific task in a digital environment.

This plea for a sequential approach to CDW does not imply that all knowledge
building and text composition activities follows a step-wise dynamic, thus always being
sequential. As a reviewer rightly pointed out, realistically writers do not always
compose work and communicate in a linear sequential pattern, but in an often ad hoc
or regressive manner. It could even be, the reviewer continues, that a great deal of
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CDW is beyond any formal structure and at times be a series of somewhat random
responses or acts. A sequential approach to CDW does not deny these ad hoc and
(perhaps) unsystematic phenomena in CDW (though it seems hard to imagine how
research can access and then describe these phenomena); instead, it offers a perspective
on CDW borrowed directly from the fundamental linear character of text and text
production in CDW and is therefore firmly anchored in the textual sphere (Fig. 2),
without claiming that linearity can be generalized to other domains such as cognitive
processes.

3.2 Locality

By taking a linear-temporal and conceptual stance towards CDW, we ask the question
of which textual relations, backward and forward, exist locally; that is, at a certain point
in time in the writing assessment. “Analyzing an utterance […] as part of a group
interaction involves seeing how its meaning is constructed sequentially through its
response to previous actions and elicitation of future behavior by other group members”
(Stahl 2015, p. 209). Similarly, Wise and Chiu (here referring to learning communica-
tion and not to joint writing) state:

[G]roup interactions in collaborative learning scenarios are inherently intercon-
nected and dynamically affect one another over multiple time scales […]. Recent
posts (e.g., asking a question) create a local time context (micro-time context) that
can influence the next post(s). (Wise and Chiu 2011, p. 454).

From this perspective, learning utterances and pieces of text production cannot longer
be categorized in a solely positivistic and objective way, as the local interpretation of a
text sequence at a point of time is based on the understanding of the sequential
meaning-making, utterance by utterance (Stahl 2017, p. 114f). A detailed interaction
analysis gives deep theoretical insights (Stahl 2017, p. 124) and can help in an
understanding of the further proceedings of the students’ writing at subsequent points
in time, i.e. the generation of new, modified, improved and elaborated concept config-
urations that build on the preceding ones and bring the collaborative task closer to its
solution. Generally, four critical processes can occur locally (Hadwin et al. 2018, p.
306):

First, they [self-regulating learners – VPE] draw on past experiences and current
situational conditions to assess what is needed (task perceptions). Second, they
are active agents directing their engagement by adopting goals, identifying, and
implementing methods and approaches they deem to be well-suited to attaining
those goals given the situation and their personal attributes (goal setting and
planning). Third, they regularly monitor and evaluate their progress with respect
to goals (metacognitive monitoring). Fourth, they respond strategically to dis-
crepancies between goals/standards and progress/performance by persisting, try-
ing something new, or adjusting their own goals, expectations, or perceptions.

A research approach that takes a local, real-time stance to the writing process must
allow the researcher to identify and operationalize the theoretical constructs necessary
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for an analysis of these different writer perspectives and ‘conceptual micro-interac-
tions’. The local perspective corresponds to a common practice in CDW research that is
termed ‘microanalysis’, “in which short recordings of interaction are carefully exam-
ined to uncover the methods by which participants accomplish their objectives”
(Suthers et al. 2010, p. 9). Furthermore, “[i]t documents participants’ practices by
attending to the sequential structure of the interaction, producing detailed descriptions
that are situated in the medium of interaction” (Suthers et al. 2010, p. 9).

4 Dynamic research constructs

This section elaborates the motivation for the theoretical constructs that a dynamic
research approach for CDW should provide for analysis. The two features of tempo-
rality and locality are used to distinguish what is meant here by ‘dynamic’. Dynamic
constructs (i) should be ordered temporally and relative to the actual time of writing
through the period of the assessment task; and (ii) should make sense from the local
perspective of the writer, i.e. they must be relevant to the writer her/himself in terms of
making the next move at a certain stage of writing. In this sense, these constructs have
phenomenological relevance and constitute ‘sources’ for a writer acting in a certain way
at a certain stage of writing.

4.1 Background sources

At each point in time during a writing assessment activity, the assessment task and the
conceptual structure of the reading to which the task refers (the ‘Reference structure’)
are important sources for the student. The Task structure is typically a text hybrid that
semantically encodes academic concepts and at the same time gives pragmatic instruc-
tions what to do with these concepts. The Reference structure is a piece of academic
text that encodes in an authoritative way the disciplinary concepts and the relationships
between them that must be used in order to solve the task. At each stage of the
assessment, students strive to identify and adapt reference concepts to task concepts
in such a way that the collaborating group complies with the task instructions as closely
as possible within a given assessment period. Both Task structure and Reference
structure are stable and unchanging background sources for concept building at all
points of writing.

4.2 Sources through perspective

When a student takes a retrospective stance on the text that has been composed thus far
before the current revision, regardless of whether the precedent text is authored by
another collaborator, the writer him- or herself, or constitutes a mixed product, another
source for writing is activated. By looking back, the student can check the basis and
reasons for new modifications, and evaluate which ones are most appropriate on the
current basis. This feature is specific to written language (as opposed to spoken
language) and has been referred to as ‘reviewability’ and ‘revisability’ in early
computer-mediated communication research (Clark and Brennan 1993; Preece 2000,
p. 159). More specifically, in CDW it will be necessary for the student to review and
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critically evaluate the current predecessor text at every stage of revision, in terms of its
correspondence both with Task and Reference structure, as the predecessor text
changes with each move (alteration) a writer makes. Only then it will be possible for
the writer to carry out revisions that bring the next text product in the timeline closer to
the Target structure (see below). In contrast to the Task and Reference structure, the
preceding text body at a certain point of time is dynamic, and is altered and augmented
each time students carry out revisions.

Complementary to the retrospective student perspective is a prospective stance that
perhaps is not immediately obvious. Text revisions take place purposefully in time;
they have a local target at a point of time in the near future that gives alterations their
‘meaning’ and guides the student from one revision to the next. Although in the early
phases of writing the goal of adding, altering or deleting text may not be fully apparent
to the student, the target becomes clearer and more concrete as the collaborative
concept building proceeds, until it terminates in the final product. Target models
involve a real-time analysis of the writing process that is local, vague, and may change
and fluctuate from modification to modification. Targets are products of incremental
collaborative learning, and form an increasingly concretized idea of where the group’s
writing should end.

As these micro-motivations are not directly instantiated by text products (only the
alterations are documented) and thus cannot be observed through research approaches
that rely strongly on operationalization, one way to access this phenomenon empirically
is to construct a surrogate that approximates these evolving targets. The concept
structure of the group’s final text product is a candidate for such a surrogate. A research
methodology that provides a group’s final concept structure with the status of a ‘Target
structure’ that is latent in all text modifications allows interpretation of ongoing
changes and revisions from the start of the assessment to its completion as
meaningful, and as a series of local decisions and purposeful collaborative attempts
to reach the final version at the end of the assessment. This is clearly a feasible option
for analysis. Kimmerle et al. (2017) seem to express a similar intuition when they
reflect on writers’ orientation towards the goal or the final product, with lower
awareness of the steps that lead there:

Another defining feature of this research is that we explicitly aimed to examine
and understand the process of collaborative writing in a setting that was actually
dominated by the participants’ goal to prepare and establish a final product—so
this was a situation in which the focus was on the final goal and the process that
led to this product was largely irrelevant for the people involved. Put another
way, the final product of shared opinion was always primary, determining
relatively unconsciously the different stages of text production which nonetheless
were evident enough for us to identify them. (Kimmerle et al. 2017, p. 208).

The background sources Task and Reference structure) and the retrospective
and prospective sources (Predecessor text and Target structure) are present in
all phases of writing. They are general and necessary conditions for writing
assessments, be they individual or in a group. The following sources are more
specific, and characterize the digital and collaborative aspects of writing assess-
ments in more detail.
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4.3 Group-internal interactions

The writing process at a certain point of time is often driven by past or present group-
internal interactions, which can then be sources allowing the student to initiate specific
alterations of the text body at a certain point of time. These group interactions, which
instantiate an important part of the collaborative component in CDW, are based on
group practices (Stahl 2017, p. 116). Group practices can be instantiated as learning
communication or in the form of an intermediate text product that a member of the
group has produced at a preceding point of time, and to which another group member
reacts at a later point of time. Group-internal learning communication can occur
synchronously or asynchronously relative to the point of writing, offline, face-to-face
(for example in working meetings), mediated (for example in telephone calls) or online
via e-mail, or by commenting directly within the document or on internal Facebook
platforms. While learning communication occurs often ‘behind’ and ‘around’ the text,
revisions triggered by preceding contributions of other group members happen ‘in-
text’, so that group-internal communication is closely connected with the writer’s
retrospective perspective. A research methodology that acknowledges learning com-
munication and in-text contributions as real-time sources for text alterations must allow
access to these two types of group-internal sources.

4.4 Group-external interactions

Finally, yet importantly, the writing process at a certain point in time during the
assessment can be affected by group-external interactions (Stahl 2015). Traditionally,
these interactions are described as “feedback,” though there are external interactions
going beyond traditional understandings of feedback that also have the potential to be
relevant for the writing assignment. Such interactions are typically based on informa-
tion seeking motivated by the assignment in question. Partners for these “non-feed-
back” interactions can be humans (for example, communication with librarians or
experts in the student’s network) or non-humans (finding aids, such as library cata-
logues, professional databases, or search engines). With regard to the latter, all primary
knowledge sources, such as books, articles, websites, and other material relevant for the
assignment, must be taken into account as “partners for external interaction.” The
notion of “interaction” is sufficiently broad to cover a student’s relationship to “non-
communicative” partners together with “really communicative” interaction between
humans.

Traditionally, feedback is divided into peer-to-peer (cf. Harney et al. 2017) and
instructor feedback (similarly Ingulfsen et al. 2018; see Schwarz et al. 2018 for an
argument for the important role of the teacher in “orchestrating” conceptual learning
processes). If an empirical study does not control the channels of feedback properly, the
possibility arises of a large quantity of undocumented and inaccessible face-to-face or
“behind-the-scenes” feedback. It is then difficult to identify the relevant feedback
source for the alteration in question. Studies that strictly limit group-external feedback
to certain documentable channels, such as written feedback directly within the group’s
shared document, can control these variables more easily.

In Table 1, the factors operative in a real-time, local and temporal perspective of
CDW are summarized as follows:
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5 Issues of implementing dynamicity in a case study

In this final section, we will demonstrate how two of these theoretical constructs,
Reference structure and Target structure, can be empirically implemented and utilized
in a micro-analysis. These two constructs are particularly interesting because the former
represents a kind of expert, authority knowledge, while the latter indicates the writing
group’s actual conceptual result. The comparison of these two constructs is then often
viewed as significant for the assessment of the group’s learning success.

However, it has to be emphasized that this section is not meant as a sample,
but solely serves as a demonstration (example, illustration …) of how two
central dynamic concepts can be implemented and, in principle, utilized to gain
insights into the processes of CDW and collaborative knowledge construction.
Therefore, we attempt here to develop the theory to be more tangible and
concrete. A comprehensive presentation of the case with all details is on the
way. This study will provide a detailed evaluation if and to what degree a
‘dynamized’ research design, based on the here-elaborated principles of tempo-
rality and locality, has been realized in this case.

The empirical basis for the study is a corpus of three Google Docs documents,
including their revision histories. These text data are supplemented by questionnaire
data collected from the participants. The students (18 participants) were enrolled in a
class run by the author entitled “Information seeking and information analysis” (second
semester, Bachelor’s level, spring term 2016) and worked together in five groups
solving three successive digital writing assignments. The five groups were required
to answer questions posed by the instructor (the author of this study) in the form of
small collaborative essays.

The text data allowed the author to document how the students organized their
collaborative tasks over time and to retrace the sequential order in which concepts were

Table 1 Sources and interactions

Textual sources Interactions

1. Background sources (static, institutional, defined for
assessments)
a. Task structure (semantic-pragmatic hybrid)
b. Reference structure (collection of authoritative
disciplinary concepts)

3. Group-internal interactions (defining group col-
laboration)
a. Through learning communication (online,
offline, mediated, ‘behind the text’)
b. Through contributions to the text product
(one student responding to another’s
contribution, ‘in-text’)

2. Sources through perspective (linear text building,
defined for all CDW with a goal)
a. Retrospective stance from a certain point of time
(Predecessor text, checking the basis)
b. Prospective stance from a certain point of time
(Target structure, writing towards the target)

4. Group-external interactions
a. Non-feedback
aa. With people (librarians, experts, …)
ab. With things (digital or analogue)

- Finding aids (library catalogues, …)
- Primary knowledge sources (books,

websites, …)
b. Feedback
ba. Peer-to-peer
bb. Instructor
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introduced, modified and connected, from the first versions to the final product. In
addition, questionnaire data were collected. Via a question about membership of the
participant’s group, the questionnaire information could be linked up to the time
management of a specific group, its learning communication activities and its writing
activities with respect to the three writing tasks.

All theoretical constructs introduced and motivated in the theoretical section “Dy-
namic research constructs” have been further developed, operationalized, implemented
and applied to the case of one group (group 1 of five) solving one assignment (task 1 of
three), i.e. the group’s actual slices (the group’s text portion at a certain time of the
assignment) in relation to the pretext, the group’s Reference structure and Final target
structure.

5.1 Reference structure

The Reference structure reflects the acknowledged understanding of domain-
specific concepts and serves as a conceptual background for task processing by
the students. Technically, the Reference structure is semi-automatically derived
from the background reading material specific for the individual task (here,
passages from an information science textbook) and represented by a concept
map generated by the software Leximancer. Six exclusively domain-specific
(here: information science) concepts have been isolated for the concept map
(the merged thesaurus terms for the respective concept are indicated in
parentheses):

INFORMATION (information), KNOWLEDGE (knowledge), CONTENT (con-
tent, meaning), WORLDTHING (matter, physical, things, world, worlds), OB-
JECTIVE (objective), SUBJECTIVE (subjective).

The visualization in the Concept Cloud View is as follows (Fig. 3, scaled down):
In a first interpretation, we see that the concept of INFORMATION is associated

with both a material, physical dimension (WORLDTHING) and a semantic, content-
related dimension (CONTENT). The concepts of INFORMATION and KNOWL-
EDGE are related through the CONTENT concept (as the semantic side of communi-
cation). KNOWLEDGE is linked to the objective-subjective dichotomy, although
primarily via the OBJECTIVE node.

5.2 Target structure

A Target structure is based on the last revision of the students’ essay before the
assignment deadline and reflects the group’s concept structure at the end of the task
period. From a phenomenological perspective, the Target structure is one of the writer’s
local sources at a certain point of writing. Following the same procedure as with the
Reference structure, we ended up with six concepts:

INFORMATION (information), KNOWLEDGE (viden, ‘knowledge’), OBJEC-
TIVE (objektiv), SUBJECTIVE (subjektiv), COMMUNICATION (kommunikeres,
‘is-communicated’), COGNITIVE (kognitive).
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All six concepts are primitively operationalized via only one Danish thesaurus term.
Four of the six concepts in the reference document also occurred in the students’ final
answer: INFORMATION, KNOWLEDGE and the two complementary concepts OB-
JECTIVE/SUBJECTIVE. Two novel concepts were COMMUNICATION and COG-
NITIVE. The Target structure for the group’s last revision slice is visualized in
Leximancer as below (Fig. 4):

Clearly, the KNOWLEDGE concept is central in this map, and is strongly associated
with INFORMATION, which stands apart from the other concepts. It is notable that
COMMUNICATION links directly to KNOWLEDGE, but only indirectly to INFOR-
MATION. In general, my impression as a domain expert is that it is somewhat
problematic to ground this conceptual structure in theoretical domain knowledge in
information science. The Reference structure shows clearer links to authorized domain
knowledge.

5.3 Exemplary micro-level analysis

In order to demonstrate how the analytical constructs of Reference structure and Target
structure can be meaningfully related with a writing group’s actual concept structure at
a certain point of time in the assignment, we take a look at the realization of concepts in
the group’s last draft of the assignment before the feedback phase, the pre-feedback
concept structure located in the middle of the assignment period. At that point of the
assignment, five concepts have been realized: KNOWLEDGE, INFORMATION,

Fig. 3 Concept map of the Reference structure generated by Leximancer
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OBJECTIVE, SUBJECTIVE, and COMMUNICATION. Table 2 summarizes the
relationships of the group’s pre-feedback concepts to the Target structure and the
reference textbook concepts from the Reference structure:

As can be seen here, all but one (COGNITIVE) of the group’s final list of concepts
have already been introduced before the feedback phase. In relation to the Reference
structure, the more abstract dichotomy between ‘content’ and ‘(physical) form’ realized
in CONTENT/WORLDTHING is neither used in this slice nor in the Target structure.
This pair of notions, which are central to information science theory, is obviously
difficult for the group to connect to the more accessible notions of knowledge,
information and communication.

Fig. 4 Concept map of the Target structure generated by Leximancer

Table 2 Concepts of the group, compared to the group’s Target structure and Reference structure

Group’s pre-feedback concepts Target structure Reference structure

KNOWLEDGE X X X

INFORMATION X X X

CONTENT X

WORLDTHING X

OBJECTIVE X X X

SUBJECTIVE X X X

COMMUNICATION X X

COGNITIVE X
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The second example demonstrates the linear, almost real-time analysis of sequential
concept building taken from the task group’s final editing of the essay. This was in
essence a response to the peer and instructor feedback and took place over a period of
20 min. In the examples, the entire preceding context (not marked) and all alterations
made by the group within a period of one minute are typographically retained, and can
be identified through strikethroughs (deletions) and italics (added text).

The group starts by adapting to instructor feedback (“It can”) by removing the
negation from the sentence commented on:

Knowledge cannot be communicated; it has to be externalized in the form of
information. To know-that, and to know-how one does. (tacit knowledge).

Responding to the instructor’s remark “Express this more precisely” one minute later
the task group establishes an instrumental semantic relation (“by” in “by externalizing”)
between the altered proposition “Knowledge can be communicated” and the process of
externalizing it as information:

Knowledge can be communicated, it has to be externalized by externalizing it in
the form of information.

Through this small syntactic intervention, a semantic (instrumental) link between
communicable knowledge and externalized information is established, which is clearly
a cognitive improvement. Within the same minute, the group works with three instruc-
tor feedbacks simultaneously:

Knowledge can be communicated by externalizing it in the form of information.
[1′] Information is objective and is knowledge in motion; information comes in
many forms; information must be able to be communicated; information is coded
knowledge.
[2] To know-that, and to know-how one does. (tacit knowledge).
[1] Information is objective and is knowledge in motion, information comes in
many forms, information must be able to be communicated, information is coded
knowledge.

By moving the sequence [1] to [1′], the proposition on communicable knowledge and
externalized information in the preceding sentence is elaborated by a series of infor-
mational attributes. This move improves the new paragraph’s informational value by
giving a more precise description of the INFORMATION concept and communicated
knowledge in general. This improvement is clearly a consequence of instructor feed-
back (“It can be done.”). At the same time, a precondition for accommodating another
instructor feedback in [1] (“This could be said in complete sentences”) is accomplished
by placing the sequence in the relevant context. Finally, the critiqued sequence [2]
(instructor feedback “This needs to be elaborated”) was isolated from the rest by
inserting a paragraph. In a sense, a unit for instructor feedback has been “parked” for
later revision.

We conclude this brief demonstration of the study. The few examples should show
firstly that the theoretical constructs developed in the main part of this paper can easily
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be implemented through technological means (Leximancer, NVivo,…) and at the same
time be objects for meaningful empirical propositions on the conceptual structure of
CDW. Secondly, they should demonstrate that an almost real-time, fine grained
sequential analysis of linguistic concept building can yield interesting insights into
the process-like character of CDW. The entire study, together with an evaluation to
which degree it realizes the dynamicity features presented here, is carried out and will
be published in the near future.

6 Conclusion

This paper has attempted to find answers to two basic questions: What are the
underlying elements of current and technological research in CDW? And: Are there
flaws or neglected aspects and what would an improved methodology look like? With
respect to the first question, our investigation showed that empirical CDW research
typically includes three layers: a textual domain (writing process, written learning
communication, and text products); a domain of non-textual background variables
(learning types, feedback attitudes, communication modes etc.); and an intermediate
domain of time management. These three elements are represented in current research
with different weighting and to different degrees. We found too that text products (both
intermediate and final) and written learning communications (interventions, feedback
etc.) appear firmly connected in current research. However, and now moving to
question 2, the writing process seems to raise challenges of a very special kind, and
consequently is often a rather vague component in comparison to text products and
interventions. A common practice is to conceptualize the writing process as a succes-
sion of intermediate text products, which are often located around interventions. This
method neglects the local character of collaborative text creation and obscures the local
sources for the writer, which he/she draws upon when tackling the next revision. We do
not know what is going on between the products and we do not know how and why
they came into being.

I therefore proposed to ‘dynamize’ the writing process as a sequential activity of
learners writing academic texts in a stepwise, successive manner by negotiating,
relating and building disciplinary concepts in a specific task, in a collaborative way
and in a digital environment.

Dynamicity in CDW research is understood in terms of temporality and locality.
Temporality means that all analytical constructs such as pretext, Reference structure,
Target structure and so forth are chronologically ordered relative to each other and
change continually, relative to the current stage of the writing process (thus the label
‘dynamic’). Locality ensures, among other things, that all analytical constructs can be
identified along the chronologically progressing local positions of a writer’s actions in
the writing process. These constructs thus become dynamic conceptual sources for
collaborating writers in all stages of text building. The constructs appear for the
students as dynamically changing local ‘sources’ at all stages of writing and collabo-
rating, constructs create meaning and are in this sense relevant for the writers in moving
to the next writing stage. This relevance instantiates analytical locality at the phenom-
enological level of the writer’s experience.
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These sources are described using a typology consisting of textual sources and
interactions. Textual sources include background sources (defining the assessment) and
sources through perspective (instantiating CDW with a goal). The category of interac-
tions contains group-internal interactions (describing in-group collaboration) and
group-external interactions (referring to feedback, interventions and information
seeking).

The following list summarizes the more general features that a dynamic research
methodology for CDW should possess. The list reflects in the first four points (1–4) the
basic features of contemporary research in CDW that have been identified in the first
sections of this paper; the last four points (5–8) introduce the more specific properties
of dynamicity in terms of temporality and locality, developed in the second part of the
paper:

1. Textual domain: The three textual dimensions of written learning communication,
text as product and text as process are theoretically and empirically approached as
separate, but interacting, textual factors in CDW.

2. Domain of time management: The textual sphere is embedded into a layer of
timely ordered online writing activities that describe the group’s time management
with respect to a given task. Time management affects the writing process and
learning communication.

3. Domain of group properties: This concept contains a bundle of non-textual dimen-
sions of participant and group properties, which are hypothesized to influence text
writing (process and product), learning communication, and the group’s time
management.

4. Knowledge construction: Text products are described as complexes of concepts,
and text writing is the sequential and collaborative building up of these complexes
within the time frame of the task.

Features 5–8 introduce the specific attributes connected to dynamicity:

5. Micro-analytic approach: The process-through-products approach is supplemented
by a near real-time analysis at the micro-analytic level.

6. Dynamicity: Constructs comply with the two dynamic features of temporality and
local interaction.

7. Writer relevance: The constructs are relevant (though not necessarily consciously)
from the perspective of the actual writer, and acquire this relevance to the agent
through their status as ‘sources’.

8. Source status: The sources for a writer at a certain point of writing include
background sources, sources through perspective, group-internal and group-
external interactions.

Our exemplary analysis in the last part of the paper demonstrated the construction of
two writer-relevant sources (Reference structure and Target Structure, see pt. 7 and 8
above) and an extract from a microanalysis implementing the features of temporality
and locality (see pt. 5 and 6 above). This analysis is part of a larger research project that
has been conducted by the author in a student CDW assignment at the University of
Copenhagen in 2016.
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Research based on the methodological principles formulated in 1–8 introduces all
relevant components of up-to-date research in CDW, sketches their mutual relations
and defines the range of questions that can be pursued in this frame. At the same time,
the framework is a qualitative contribution to the important issue of temporality and
dynamicity in CDW, with respect to the points 5–8 in particular. The micro-analytical,
local approach pursued here is not an ad hoc solution or in some sense invented; rather,
it is based on relevant research in temporality issues, reassessing it critically and
making explicit how research can model/mimic a writer’s dynamic activity in a
corresponding ‘dynamic’ methodology. This should also demonstrate that dynamic
collaborative processes are not the sole domain of quantitative methodologies, but that
qualitative approaches provide the appropriate tools for analyzing and understanding
writing phenomena at the nitty-gritty, micro-analytical level.

I believe that the shift of focus in CDW research to a more real-time, dynamic and
sequential phenomenon represents real progress. The interactive and subsequent gen-
esis of disciplinary concepts on the basis of relevant local sources is made tangible and
the dynamic features of writing collaboratively on a digital platform are firmly
established in research methodologies and empirical studies that are based on them.
In the framework proposed here, all time-bound elements (constructs) are explicated,
their mutual interdependency is described, and appropriate ways of operationalization
are devised. This will aid transparent, more dynamic research in the future, which will
give us valuable insights into the processes of CDW.
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